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Abstract

New shallow-water equations, for sloshing in two dimensions (one horizontal and
one vertical) in a vessel which is undergoing rigid-body motion in the plane, are
derived. The planar motion of the vessel (pitch-surge-heave or roll-sway-heave) is
exactly modelled and the only approximations are in the fluid motion. The flow is
assumed to be inviscid but vortical, with approximations on the vertical velocity
and acceleration at the surface. These equations improve previous shallow water
models for sloshing. The model also contains the essence of the Penney-Price-
Taylor theory for the highest standing wave. The surface shallow water equations
are simulated using an implicit finite-difference scheme. Numerical experiments
are reported, including comparisons with existing results in the literature. The
extension to shallow-water flow in three dimensions and the coupled vessel slosh
dynamics are also discussed.
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1 Introduction

The theoretical and experimental study of fluid sloshing has a long history and continues
to attract considerable attention because of its importance in applications: the shipping
of liquid natural gas, sloshing of trapped water on the deck of a ship, liquid transport
along roads, as well as unusual applications such as sloshing in a swimming pool on-
board a passenger ship (Ruponen et al. [59]), sloshing in a fish tank on deck (Lee et
al. [42]), sloshing in automobile fuel tanks (Wiesche [65]), and transport of liquids by
robots in industrial applications (Tzamtzi & Kouvakas [63]). Examples where shallow
water sloshing is predominant are sloshing of trapped water on the deck of fishing vessels
(Caglayan & Storch [16], Adee & Caglayan [4]), and on the deck of offshore supply
vessels (Laranjinha et al. [41]), and sloshing in wing fuel tanks of aircraft (Disimile
et al. [24]). The recent books of Ibrahim [35] and Faltinsen & Timokha [28] which
have over 3000 references are both testimony to the current interest in the subject, and
an encyclopedic review of existing research on sloshing.

Although there is a rich history of the study of sloshing, there remains a considerable
range of phenomena that are not understood, mainly because sloshing is driven by a free
surface motion which is highly nonlinear. In addition there are the attendant problems of
fluid-ship interaction, hydroelastic effects, bubble formation, wave breaking and impact,
and probabilisitic aspects.

The interest in this paper is in sloshing in shallow water in a vessel that is undergoing
a general rigid body motion. In this paper attention is restricted to two dimensions and
the case of three dimensions is considered in Alemi Ardakani & Bridges [10]. The
aim is to use exact equations for the rigid body motion of the vessel but approximate the
equations for the fluid motion. The approximations should simplify the equations but
with the minimum number of hypotheses.

The results in the literature on forced (vessel motion prescribed) shallow water sloshing
fall into two categories: derive approximate partial differential equations similar to the
classical shallow water equations, or use asymptotics, based on small depth aspect ratio
and forcing amplitude, to derive approximate equations which can be analyzed more
efficiently.

The first example of the former is the work of Verhagen & van Wijngaarden [64].
They write down an approximation of the shallow-water equations of the form

ht + (hũ)x = 0 and ũt + ũũx + ghx = ε sin ωt , (1.1)

where ε sin ωt is due to the imposed rotation of the vessel, h(x, t) is the depth, and ũ(x, t)
is the horizontal velocity. The tilde is used to distinguish this choice of velocity from other
velocities used in this paper. A fixed frame is used so time-dependent boundary conditions
are imposed at the endwalls, x = 0, L . They solved the equations approximately using
a form of the method of characteristics. The principle observation is the formation of
a travelling hydraulic jump, and its characteristics were shown to be in agreement with
experiments. In followup work by Chester [19], the effect of dispersion and dissipation is
included in the shallow water model, showing improved comparison with the experiments
of Chester & Bones [20]. Jones & Hulme [37] start with the full equations relative to
a rotating frame and give a new derivation of (1.1); they study the equations numerically
and with the use of a multi-scale perturbation expansion.
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The first work using asymptotics to study forced sloshing in shallow water is Ock-
endon & Ockendon [50]. The forcing is simplified to a harmonic horizontal translation,
and the small parameters are the depth aspect ratio, the amplitude of the forcing and the
frequency detuning. Rather than start with the shallow water equations, they start with
the full equations for irrotational flow and derive an integrodifferential equation for the
surface motion of the form

κ̃2

3
(ηtt + η)− λη − 3

2
η2 +

2

π
cos t = −3

2

∫ +π

−π

η(s)2 ds , (1.2)

where κ̃ and λ are parameters, related to the dispersion and frequency detuning respec-
tively, and η(t) is required to be a 2π−periodic function of t . In the limit κ̃ → 0 and
λ → 0 this equation simplifies to an algebraic equation for η . From this algebraic equa-
tion it can be deduced that there are three regions in the frequency-amplitude plane. For
fixed amplitude there is an interval around the natural frequency where (the hydraulic
analogy of) compressive shocks can be found, and outside this region the solutions are
regular periodic standing waves. Experiments of Kobine [39] showed excellent agree-
ment with these results (see Figure 7 of [39]). In further work Ockendon et al. [51]
it is shown that this equation has a wide range of exotic solutions. It has since inspired
study from a dynamical systems perspective (e.g. [31, 38, 30]). The equation (1.2) has
an infinite number of periodic and subharmonic solutions. These works show how forced
shallow water sloshing can lead to very complicated fluid motion through a cascade of
subharmonic solutions.

The range of validity of the asymptotic approach was extended by Faltinsen & Tim-
okha [27] using modal expansion combined with asymptotics. They examine resonant
waves in shallow water (depth to width ratios between 1

10
and 1

4
) forced by surge & pitch

excitation at frequencies in the vicinity of the lowest natural frequency. The principal
small parameter is forcing amplitude which is of order ε . The depth aspect ratio, velocity
potential and wave height are then all required to be of order ε1/4 . This scaling brings
in nonlinearity to fourth order and dispersion. The dispersion gives the theory a modal
form of Boussinesq equation, and no additional boundary conditions at the endwalls are
required. Secondary resonances are included. This theory allows for large dimension
modal expansion and they include up to 20 coupled modes. The large modal system of
coupled ODEs is then integrated numerically. They emphasize the role of dissipation and
validation by comparison with experiments. They show how modal truncation and choice
of dissipation influence the comparison with experiments.

The advantage of asymptotic methods is that detailed studies within the range of
validity are possible, leading to fundamental observations, and integration of a system of
ODEs will in general be much faster than integration of PDEs. However, the disadvantage
is the limited range of validity, requiring the depth aspect ratio, forcing amplitude and
frequency all to remain within a certain asymptotic range.

In this paper the first approach will be followed: derive a new model PDE based on
the shallow water equations. With this model there are no restrictions on the forcing
amplitude or frequency, and the vessel can undertake any rotation and translation, with
the full generality of the vessel motion retained. Viscosity is neglected but vorticity is
retained in the fluid motion and the only further approximations on the fluid are on the
vertical velocity and acceleration – at the free surface only. The retention of vorticity is
more important in 3D but still plays a role in 2D. For example Figures 14–15 of Chen [18]
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show a non-trivial free surface vorticity for a class of 2D sloshing flows, although viscosity
is included in [18].

The key to retaining exact motion of the vessel is to use a body-fitted moving coor-
dinate system. The first work in this direction – in the context of shallow water – is the
paper of Dillingham [22]. Starting with the full Euler equations in two-dimensions, a
set of shallow water equations for (h, u) , where h(x, t) is the fluid depth and u(x, t) is
the depth-averaged horizontal velocity,

u =
1

h

∫ h

0

u(x, y, t) dy , (1.3)

of the following form, were derived

ht + (hu)x = 0 and ut + u ux + a(x, t)Dhx = b(x, t)D , (1.4)

where the terms a(x, t)D and b(x, t)D contain the vertical and horizontal accelerations
of the moving vessel (precise expressions are given in §9). The boundary conditions are
u = 0 at the sidewalls.

With the choice of mean velocity u(x, t) the mass equation is exact in (1.4). How-
ever, the derivation of the momentum equation requires a number of assumptions. The
derivation in Dillingham [22] is somewhat ad hoc, in that terms are neglected without
clear implications. A more careful derivation of the equations (1.4) is given by Armenio
& La Rocca [12]. Their derivation leads to an equation of the same form as (1.4) but
their coefficients, denoted a(x, t)ALR and b(x, t; y)ALR , are very different from those in
(1.4). Both derivations will be reviewed in §9.

In constructing a shallow-water approximation, the velocity can be chosen to be the
horizontal velocity at any point between the bottom and the surface, or it can be an
average velocity. In principle, within the shallow-water approximation, all these velocities
should give the same equation, and that is the case – without rotation. With rotation,
different choices of horizontal velocity lead to different shallow water equations. Our orig-
inal intention was to use the depth-averaged velocity and precisely itemize the assump-
tions involved. The depth-averaged velocity seems most natural because the equation
ht + (hu)x = 0 is then exact.

We discovered however that using the horizontal surface velocity,

U(x, t) := u(x, y, t)

∣∣∣∣h , (1.5)

where the surface notation is defined by

f

∣∣∣∣h := f(x, y, t)

∣∣∣∣
y=h

= f(x, h(x, t), t) , (1.6)

leads to equations with some surprising and useful properties.
In two-dimensions (one vertical and one horizontal space direction), consider the

inviscid – but retaining vorticity – sloshing problem, with fluid occupying the region
0 < y < h(x, t) with 0 ≤ x ≤ L . The governing equations are the Euler equations rela-
tive to a moving frame of reference, and conservation of mass, with the usual boundary
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conditions (the details are recorded in §2). Remarkably, the horizontal surface velocity
satisfies the exact equation

Ut + UUx +

(
a(x, t) +

Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h
)

hx = b(x, t) + σκxx , (1.7)

where Dv
Dt

∣∣∣∣h is the Lagrangian vertical acceleration at the free surface, a(x, t) is vertical

acceleration due to the rotating frame, and reduces to g , the gravitational constant,
when the reference frame is stationary, and b(x, t) is a horizontal acceleration due to the
rotating frame (derivation given in §3).

The term σκxx is a curvature term and appears only when surface tension is present,
with σ > 0 the coefficient of surface tension. The curvature term is of the form

σκxx = σ hxxx + · · · ,

where the dots represent terms nonlinear in h (see equation (6.4)), and so surface tension
provides a form of dispersive regularization.

The equation (1.7) is not closed since it requires the vertical acceleration at the surface,
but the form is illuminating, and neglect of the Lagrangian vertical acceleration gives a
closed system. On the other hand, equation (1.7) shows how the Lagrangian vertical
acceleration drives the surface dynamics. In the case where tank is fixed, the acceleration
term reduces to

aL := g +
Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h .

According to early work of Penney & Price [56] and Taylor [62], aL is precisely the
term that drives breaking of standing waves. They argue that aL ≈ 0 is the condition
for the highest standing wave. Experiments of Taylor [62] confirmed the importance of
this quantity. In this paper we will be primarily interested in the case of shallow water
where the Lagrangian vertical accelerations at the surface are small, but some comments
about the case aL ≈ 0 are in Appendix C.

The kinematic condition at the free surface is

ht + Uhx = V or ht + (hU)x = V + hUx , (1.8)

where V = v(x, h(x, t), t) is the vertical velocity at the surface. Hence, it is clear from
(1.7) and (1.8) that a closed system of shallow water equations is obtained by making the
following assumptions on the vertical velocity and acceleration – at the surface,∣∣∣∣V + hUx

∣∣∣∣ << U0 , and

∣∣∣∣∣Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h
∣∣∣∣∣ << |a| , (1.9)

where U0 is a reference order one velocity. When the amplitude of rotation is small the
second condition requires the magnitude of the vertical acceleration at the surface to be
small compared with g .

It is equations (1.7) and (1.8), with the two assumptions (1.9) which are the basis for
the analysis and numerics in this paper. This shallow-water model for sloshing is simulated
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with an implicit numerical algorithm that is similar to a one-dimensional Abbott-Ionescu
scheme. This scheme and its variants are widely used in hydraulics Abbott [2]. A review
of other schemes that have been or could be used is given in §10. The main reason for
using this scheme is that it generalizes nicely to two-horizontal space dimensions and is
used in [10]. Secondary reasons include the form of the numerical dissipation generated
by the truncation error, the block tridiagonal structure, and its generalization to include
dynamic coupling with the vessel motion. The application of this scheme requires only
the solution of block tridiagonal coefficient matrices at each step, with an iterative process
to account for the nonlinearity.

An outline of the paper is as follows. The governing equations are recorded in §2, based
on a new derivation of the moving frame equations in Alemi Ardakani & Bridges [11].
In §3 a derivation of the new shallow water slosh equation (1.7) is given. In §9 a detailed
comparison of the new SWEs with previous work is presented. The numerical algorithm
is then developed in §10. The simulations based on the new algorithm are then presented
in §12. The theory and computation in this paper point to new directions for 3D sloshing
and for dynamic coupling between the vessel and fluid motion and these directions are
discussed in §15.

2 Governing equations

The configuration of the fluid in a rotating-translating vessel is shown in Figure 1. The
vessel is a rigid body and two frames of reference are used to study the motion. The
spatial (inertial) frame has coordinates X = (X, Y ) and the body frame has coordinates
x = (x, y) . The distance from the body frame origin to the point of rotation is denoted
by d = (d1, d2) and d is a constant. The whole system has a uniform translation q(t) .
The position of a particle in the body frame is related to a point in the spatial frame by

X = Q(x + d) + q ,

where Q is a proper rotation (QT = Q−1 and det(Q) = 1). The position of the rigid
body is uniquely described by the pair (q,Q) O’Reilly [53]. Let θ(t) be the angular
position between the X and x axes. The angular velocity vector is Ω = (0, 0, Ω) with
Ω = θ̇ . The connection between θ and Q is

Q̇ = θ̇JQ , J =

(
0 −1
1 0

)
.

The fluid occupies the region

0 ≤ y ≤ h(x, t) with 0 ≤ x ≤ L .

The governing equations relative to the body frame will be used. The body (moving) frame
for sloshing has been used by a number of authors (e.g. Lou et al. [47], Faltinsen et
al. [26], La Rocca et al. [40], Ibrahim [35], Faltinsen & Timokha [28]). There
are some subtleties, especially in 3D which will be used in [10], and so a new derivation
based on first principles is given in the technical report [11]. The momentum equations,
derived in [11], for the fluid in the vessel relative to the body coordinate system fixed to
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the vessel, are

Du
Dt

+ 1
ρ

∂p
∂x

= −g sin θ + 2Ωv + Ω̇(y + d2) + Ω2(x + d1)− q̈1 cos θ − q̈2 sin θ ,

Dv
Dt

+ 1
ρ

∂p
∂y

= −g cos θ − 2Ωu− Ω̇(x + d1) + Ω2(y + d2) + q̈1 sin θ − q̈2 cos θ ,
(2.1)

where g > 0 is the gravitational constant and

Du

Dt
:=

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
.

Conservation of mass relative to the body frame takes the usual form

ux + vy = 0 . (2.2)

The boundary conditions are

u = 0 at x = 0 and x = L , v = 0 at y = 0 , (2.3)

and
p = −ρσκx and ht + uhx = v , at y = h(x, t) , (2.4)

where σ ≥ 0 is the coefficient of surface tension and

κ :=
hx√

1 + h2
x

.

The vorticity is defined by

V =
∂v

∂x
− ∂u

∂y
.

The equation governing vorticity is obtained by differentiating the x−momentum equa-
tion with respect to y and the y−momentum equation with respect to x , leading to

D

Dt
V =

∂

∂x

(
Dv

Dt

)
− ∂

∂y

(
Du

Dt

)
− (ux + vy)V = −2Ω̇ , (2.5)

with the second equality following from substitution into (2.1) and use of (2.2). This
equation is important for the derivation of the shallow water equations. The integrated
form of the vorticity equation is

∂

∂t

(∫ h

0

V dy

)
+

∂

∂x

(∫ h

0

uV dy

)
= −2Ω̇ h . (2.6)

Let

V :=

∫ L

0

∫ h

0

(V + 2Ω) dydx . (2.7)

It follows from (2.6) that Vt = 0 and so V is a constant of motion.
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Figure 1: Diagram showing coordinate systems for rotating translating tank. The coor-
dinate system (X ′, Y ′) is the translation by q of the fixed coordinate system (X, Y ) .

3 Reduction of the pressure gradient

The key to the derivation of the shallow water equations is the treatment of the pressure
field. Integrating the vertical momentum equation in (2.1) from any point y to the surface
h , and applying the pressure free-surface boundary condition gives the following exact
equation for the pressure field,

1
ρ
p(x, y, t) =

∫ h

y

Dv

Dt
ds + 2Ω

∫ h

y

u ds

+(g cos θ + Ω̇(x + d1)− Ω2d2)(h− y)− 1

2
Ω2(h2 − y2)− σκx ,

(3.1)

plus the terms associated with q̈ which don’t affect the derivation and can be brought
back into the end result.

The typical strategy at this point in the derivation of the SWEs is to drop the vertical
acceleration term Dv

Dt
. However, when we differentiate the pressure with respect to x ,

and use the vorticity equation, this term simplifies, and so it can be retained exactly.
An expression for the horizontal pressure gradient can be obtained by differentiating

the exact expression for the pressure (3.1). Look at the term with the Lagrangian vertical
acceleration first, and apply the vorticity equation (2.5)

∂

∂x

(∫ h

y

Dv

Dt
ds

)
= hx

Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h +

∫ h

y

∂

∂x

(
Dv

Dt

)
ds

= hx
Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h +

∫ h

y

[
∂

∂y

(
Du

Dt

)
− 2Ω̇

]
ds

= hx
Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h +
Du

Dt

∣∣∣∣h
y

− 2Ω̇(h− y).
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Now, for the second term

∂

∂x

(
2Ω

∫ h

y

u ds

)
= 2Ωhxu

∣∣∣∣h + 2Ω
∫ h

y
ux ds

= 2Ωhxu

∣∣∣∣h + 2Ω
∫ h

y
(ux + vy) ds− 2Ω

∫ h

y
vy dy

= 2Ωhxu

∣∣∣∣h − 2Ω

(
v

∣∣∣∣h − v(x, y, t)

)
= −2Ωht + 2Ωv(x, y, t) .

Using ux + vy = 0 and the kinematic free surface boundary condition.
Now differentiate the complete expression for p(x, y, t)

1

ρ

∂p

∂x
=

∂

∂x

(∫ h

y

Dv

Dt
ds

)
+

∂

∂x

(
2Ω

∫ h

y

u ds

)
+Ω̇(h− y) + (g cos θ + Ω̇(x + d1)− Ω2d2)hx − Ω2hhx − σκxx

= hx
Dv
Dt

∣∣∣∣h + Du
Dt

∣∣∣∣h
y

− 2Ω̇(h− y)− 2Ωht + 2Ωv

+Ω̇(h− y) + (g cos θ + Ω̇(x + d1)− Ω2d2)hx − Ω2hhx − σκxx

= hx
Dv
Dt

∣∣∣∣h + Du
Dt

∣∣∣∣h
y

− Ω̇(h− y)− 2Ωht + 2Ωv

+(g cos θ + Ω̇(x + d1)− Ω2(h + d2))hx − σκxx

=

(
g cos θ + Ω̇(x + d1)− Ω2(h + d2) + Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h
)

hx

+Du
Dt

∣∣∣∣h
y

− Ω̇(h− y)− 2Ωht + 2Ωv − σκxx .

(3.2)

4 Reduction of the horizontal momentum equation

Now substitute (3.2) into the x−momentum equation in (2.1)

Du

Dt
+

Du

Dt

∣∣∣∣h
y

+

(
g cos θ + Ω̇(x + d1)− Ω2(h + d2) +

Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h
)

hx

−Ω̇(h− y)− 2Ωht + 2Ωv = −g sin θ + 2Ωv + Ω̇(y + d2) + Ω2(x + d1) .

There are convenient cancellations: Du
Dt

, 2Ωv and Ω̇y all cancel out, leaving

Du

Dt

∣∣∣∣h +

(
g cos θ + Ω̇(x + d1)− Ω2(h + d2) +

Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h
)

hx

= 2Ωht − g sin θ + Ω̇(h + d2) + Ω2(x + d1) + σκxx .

(4.1)
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Conveniently, the material derivative of u at the surface can be expressed purely in terms
of the surface horizontal velocity

Ut + UUx = [ut + uyht + uux + uuyhx]

∣∣∣∣h = Du
Dt

∣∣∣∣h + uy(ht + uhx − v)

∣∣∣∣h = Du
Dt

∣∣∣∣h.
Substituting into (4.1) then gives the x−momentum equation at the free surface

Ut + UUx +

(
a(x, t) + Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h
)

hx = b(x, t) + σκxx , (4.2)

where, after adding back in the terms with q̈1 and q̈2 ,

a(x, t) = g cos θ + Ω̇(x + d1)− Ω2(h + d2)− q̈1 sin θ + q̈2 cos θ

b(x, t) = 2Ωht − g sin θ + Ω̇(h + d2) + Ω2(x + d1)− q̈1 cos θ − q̈2 sin θ .
(4.3)

The equation (4.2) is exact. Note also that the assumption of finite-depth is never used in
the derivation of (4.2). It is also valid for an infinite-depth fluid. The translation vector
(q1, q2) is relative to the spatial frame. The rotation of the acceleration vector (q̈1, q̈2)
that appears in (4.3) is due to the fact that these accelerations are viewed from the body
frame in (4.2). When the vessel is stationary (4.2) reduces to the surface equation for the
classical water wave problem (cf. Bridges [15]).

There is also an exact equation for the surface vorticity. Let

Γ(x, t) := V

∣∣∣∣h := (vx − uy)

∣∣∣∣h .

Then evaluating (2.5) at y = h ,

Γt + UΓx = −2Ω̇ .

Hence Γ + 2Ω is transported by the horizontal surface velocity. However, in contrast to
conservation of V in (2.7), conservation of surface vorticity is nullified in general by the
boundary conditions

d

dt

(∫ L

0

Γ dx + 2LΩ

)
=

∫ L

0

ΓUx dx .

5 Conservation of mass

The vertical average of the horizontal velocity u(x, t) is defined by

u(x, t) := 1
h

∫ h

0
u(x, y, t)dy .

Differentiating

ht + (hu)x = ht + hxu

∣∣∣∣h +
∫ h

0
uxdy

= ht + Uhx +
∫ h

0
(ux + vy) dy −

∫ h

0
vydy

= ht + Uhx − V + v

∣∣∣∣
y=0

= 0 ,
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using ux+vy = 0, the bottom boundary condition and the kinematic free surface boundary
condition. Hence if u is used for the horizontal velocity then the h−equation in the SWEs
in the form

ht + (hu)x = 0 ,

is exact.
However as the momentum equation is written in terms of the surface velocity U(x, t) ,

the h−equation should also be in terms of the surface velocity. The surface and average
velocities are related by

U(x, t)− u(x, t) = 1
h

∫ h

0
yuydy . (5.1)

Use this identity to formulate the mass equation in terms of the surface velocity field.
Differentiating (5.1) and using mass conservation,

∂

∂x
[h (U − u)] = V + hUx = ht + (hU)x . (5.2)

The error in using the surface velocity U(x, t) in the h−equation can be characterized
two ways: ∣∣∣∣V + hUx

∣∣∣∣� U0 or

∣∣∣∣ ∂
∂x

(h (U − u))

∣∣∣∣� U0 , (5.3)

where U0 is a reference order one velocity.

6 SWEs for 2-D sloshing in a rotating vessel

To summarize, the pre-SWEs for (h, U) are

ht + (hU)x = V + hUx ,

Ut + UUx +

(
a(x, t) + Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h
)

hx = b(x, t) + σκxx .
(6.1)

The equation for V (x, t) can be added

Vt + UVx =
Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h . (6.2)

The system (6.1) with or without (6.2) is not closed. If Dv
Dt

∣∣∣∣h is specified, then the system

of three equations (6.1)–(6.2) for (h, U, V ) is closed. This system of three equations can
be further reduced to a system of two equations with an additional assumption on the
surface vertical velocity.

Henceforth it is assumed that the vertical velocity at the free surface satisfies∣∣∣∣V + hUx

∣∣∣∣� U0 , (SWE-1)
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and the Lagrangian vertical acceleration at the free surface satisfies∣∣∣∣Dv

Dt

∣∣h∣∣∣∣� ∣∣a (x, t)
∣∣ . (SWE-2)

The assumption (SWE-1) has an alternative characterization as shown in (5.3). For
non-rotating tank, the second assumption (SWE-2) is equivalent to assuming that the
Lagrangian vertical acceleration is small compared with the gravitational acceleration∣∣∣∣∣Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h
∣∣∣∣∣� g .

Note that the coefficient of hx in (6.1) can lead to instability and loss of well-posedness.
Consider the linearized constant coefficient problem

ht + h0Ux = 0 ,

Ut + ãhx = 0 ,

where ã is a constant. Differentiating and combining gives the following wave equation

htt − ãh0hxx = 0 .

This equation is well-posed only when ã > 0. So in order that (6.1) with the assumptions
(SWE-1) and (SWE-2) be well-posed, the third assumption is

a (x, t) > 0 . (SWE-3)

Under these assumptions the shallow water equations for sloshing relative to a rotating
frame are

ht + (hU)x = 0 and Ut + UUx + a(x, t)hx = b(x, t) + σκxx , (6.3)

with a(x, t) and b(x, t) as defined in equation (4.3). The term σκxx provides dispersive
regularization since

κxx =
∂2

∂x2

(
hx√

1 + h2
x

)
=

∂

∂x

(
hxx

(1 + h2
x)

3/2

)
= hxxx + · · · , (6.4)

where the · · · are nonlinear terms. The term σκxx contributes dispersive regularization at
the linear level, much like a Boussinesq term. The equations with σ 6= 0 have third-order
space derivatives and so additional boundary conditions at x = 0, L would be required
(Billingham [14]). The primary interest in this paper is long waves, and so surface
tension effects will be henceforth neglected

σ = 0 . (SWE-4)
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6.1 Conservation form of the surface SWEs

Surprisingly, even though the coefficients depend on space and time, these equations can
be put into conservation form. With σ = 0 the pair of equations (6.3) is equivalent to

∂
∂t

(∇I) + ∂
∂x

(∇E) = 0 , (6.5)

with
I(h, U) = hU − Ω(h + d2)

2 , (6.6)

and
E = 1

2
U2h + 1

2
g(h + d2)

2 cos θ + gxh sin θ + 1
2
Ω̇(x + d1)(h + d2)

2

−1
6
Ω2(h + d2)

3 − 1
2
hΩ2(x + d1)

2

−1
2
(q̈1 sin θ − q̈2 cos θ)(h + d2)

2 + (q̈1 cos θ + q̈2 sin θ)xh .

(6.7)

The gradient in (6.5) is with respect to h and U : ∇I :=
(

∂I
∂h

, ∂I
∂U

)
. The functional I is

a generalization of momentum of the SWEs, hU , and E is a generalization of the energy
of the SWEs, 1

2
hU2 + 1

2
gh2 . A derivation of this conservation form is given in Appendix

A.

6.2 Criticality

The form of the equations (6.3) suggests a generalization of criticality. Criticality occurs
when the Jacobian of the quasilinear part of (6.3) is singular,

det

[
U h

a(x, t) U

]
= 0 .

When the vessel is stationary, the determinant reduces to

det

[
U h
g U

]
= gh

(
F 2 − 1

)
,

where F 2 = U2/gh is the Froude number; that is, criticality corresponds to the usual
case of Froude number unity. When the vessel is undergoing forced translation and/or
rotation, the determinant equal to zero gives the condition

F 2 = cos θ +
Ω̇

g
(x + d1)−

Ω2

g
(h + d2)−

q̈1

g
sin θ +

q̈2

g
cos θ . (6.8)

When the vessel is rotating and or translating, the system can pass through criticality at
particular values of x and t . Numerical experiments show that the right hand side of
(6.8) can exceed unity (see Figure 14).

7 (SWE-1) and (SWE-2) in the shallow-water limit

In this section a scaling argument and asymptotics are used to analyze (SWE-1) and
(SWE-2) in the shallow-water limit. The shallowness parameter is

ε =
h0

L
,
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where L is a representative horizontal length scale. Let U0 =
√

gh0 be the representative
horizontal velocity scale. Introduce the standard shallow-water scaling (e.g. p. 482 of
Dingemans [23] or p. 26 of Johnson [36]),

x̃ =
x

L
, ỹ =

y

h0

=
y

εL
, t̃ =

tU0

L
,

ũ =
u

U0

, ṽ =
v

εU0

, h̃ =
h

h0

, p̃ =
p

ρgh0

.

(7.1)

The scaled version of the surface velocities are denoted by Ũ and Ṽ .
The typical strategy for deriving an asymptotic shallow-water model is to scale the

full Euler equations, and then use an asymptotic argument to reduce the vertical pressure
field and vertical velocities (e.g. §5.1 of Dingemans [23]). Here however we have an
advantage as the full Euler equations have been reduced to the exact surface equations
(6.1). Hence the strategy here is to start by scaling the exact equations (6.1), and then
apply an asymptotic argument. This strategy leads to a concise argument for the shallow-
asymptotic form for (SWE-1) and (SWE-2).

To check (SWE-1), start by scaling the exact mass equation in (6.1)

h̃et + (h̃Ũ)ex = Ṽ + h̃Ũex . (7.2)

At first glance it appears that the left-hand side and the right-hand side are of the same
order, since ε does not appear. However, the sum of the two terms on the right-hand side
is of higher order. The fact that the right-hand side is of higher order is intuitively clear,
since it can be expressed in terms of the velocity differences U−u and in the shallow-water
approximation the horizontal surface velocity and average velocity are asymptotically
equivalent. However, to make this precise go back to the unscaled mass equation and
rewrite the right-hand side as

ht + (hU)x =
∂

∂x

(∫ h

0

yuy dy

)
,

using (5.1) and (5.2). Now substitute for uy using the vorticity field

ht + (hU)x =
∂

∂x

(∫ h

0

y (vx − V) dy

)
. (7.3)

The key to showing the right-hand side is of higher order is the scaling of the vorticity.
The appropriate scaling (which leads to a uniform ε2 estimate of uy ) is to assume that
the vorticity is of order ε

V =
U0

L
εṼ .

Scaling (7.3) then gives

h̃et + (h̃Ũ)ex = ε2 ∂

∂x̃

∫ eh
0

ỹ

(
∂ṽ

∂x̃
− Ṽ

)
dỹ . (7.4)

Taking the limit ε → 0 shows that (SWE-1) is satisfied. However, to be precise it is
essential that

∂

∂x̃

∫ eh
0

ỹ

(
∂ṽ

∂x̃
− Ṽ

)
dỹ is bounded in the limit ε → 0 . (7.5)
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Assumption (SWE-2) requires that the vertical acceleration, Dv
Dt

∣∣h , in(
a(x, t) +

Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h
)

(7.6)

be small, relative to magnitude of a (x, t) . Scaling the Lagrangian vertical acceleration
gives

Dv
Dt

∣∣∣∣h = Vt + UVx

= ε
U2

0

L

(
Ṽet + Ũ Ṽex

)
= ε

U2
0

L
Dev
Det
∣∣∣∣eh .

Hence
Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h = gε2Dṽ

Dt̃

∣∣∣∣eh ,

using U2
0 = gh0 = gLε . The scaled version of (7.6) is therefore(

a +
Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h
)

= g

(
a

g
+ ε2Dw̃

Dt̃

∣∣∣∣eh
)

.

In the shallow-water regime, the assumption (SWE-2) is satisfied if

a

g
is of order one and

∣∣∣∣Dṽ

Dt̃

∣∣eh∣∣∣∣ is bounded as ε → 0 . (7.7)

However, by introducing scaling and taking an asymptotic limit, other anomalies can
be introduced. Introduce the following scaled variables/parameters

q̃1 =
q1

L
, q̃2 =

q2

h0

, d̃1 =
d1

L
, d̃2 =

d2

h0

. (7.8)

Now using (7.1) and (7.8) and scaling the momentum equation in (6.3) considering (SWE-
4) and taking an asymptotic limit as ε → 0 gives

Ũet + Ũ Ũex + cos θh̃ex = −sin θ

ε
+ θ2et

(
x̃ + d̃1

)
− q̃1etet cos θ , (7.9)

which shows that the first term on the right-hand side is of order ε−1 and is unbounded
as ε → 0. Hence this scaling puts a restriction on the vessel rotation angle. So in the
shallow-water regime θ should be of order ε or higher to ensure that the first term on the
right-hand side of (7.9) is consistent. In conclusion, this scaling suggest that roll/pitch
motion should be an order of magnitude smaller than q-translations in order to avoid
large fluid motions that would violate (SWE-1) and (SWE-2).
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8 Deriving the rotating SWEs using an asymptotic

argument

In this section it is shown that equations (7.4) and (7.9) which are respectively the scaled
versions of the new SWEs in (6.1) can be recovered exactly by the classical small parameter
argument, starting with the full Euler equations, that is found in most books (e.g. §2.6
of Johnson [36]).

Use the standard shallow water scaling introduced in (7.1) and (7.8) and nondimen-
sionalize the Euler equations in (2.1) to obtain respectively the scaled x−momentum and
y−momentum equations

ũet + ũũex + ṽũey + p̃ex = − sin θ
ε

+ 2εθetṽ + εθetet
(
ỹ + d̃2

)
+θ2et

(
x̃ + d̃1

)
− q̃1etet cos θ − εq̃2etet sin θ ,

(8.1)

and

ε2 (ṽet + ũṽex + ṽṽey) + p̃ey = − cos θ + ε
(
−2θetũ− θetet

(
x̃ + d̃1

)
+ q̃1etet sin θ

)
+ε2

(
θ2et
(
ỹ + d̃2

)
− q̃2etet cos θ

)
.

(8.2)

The mass equation scales as
ũex + ṽey = 0 , (8.3)

and the boundary conditions are

ũ = 0 at x̃ = 0 and x̃ = 1 , ṽ = 0 at ỹ = 0 , (8.4)

and
p̃ = 0 and h̃et + ũh̃ex = ṽ , at ỹ = h̃

(
x̃, t̃
)

, (8.5)

where the surface tension is neglected in the boundary condition for pressure.
Taking the limit of as ε → 0 in (8.2) gives

∂p̃

∂ỹ
= − cos θ ,

and so ∫ eh
ey

∂p̃

∂ỹ
ds̃ =

∫ eh
ey − cos θds̃ , ⇒ p̃

(
x̃, ỹ, t̃

)
= cos θ

(
h̃− ỹ

)
,

using the pressure free surface boundary condition. So the horizontal pressure gradient
reads

∂p̃

∂x̃
= cos θ

∂h̃

∂x̃
. (8.6)

The vorticity equation is important in deriving the shallow-water equations. Scaling
the vorticity equation, V = vx − uy , gives

ũey = ε2ṽex − L

U0

εV .
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Hence, if L
U0

V = εPṼ for any P ≥ 0 then

ũey = ε2ṽex − εP+1Ṽ ⇒ ũey → 0 as ε → 0 . (8.7)

So in the shallow-water limit, the horizontal velocity is independent of y . This is the
usual assumption in shallow-water theory.

Now taking the limit of (8.1) as ε → 0 using (8.6) and (8.7) gives

ũet + ũũex + cos θh̃ex = −sin θ

ε
+ θ2et

(
x̃ + d̃1

)
− q̃1etet cos θ ,

which is exactly the same as (7.9). Now, assuming that

θ = εθ̃ , (8.8)

with θ̃ of order one, then

sin
(
εθ̃
)

ε
→ θ̃ as ε → 0 .

And so this latter equation reduces to

ũet + ũũex + h̃ex = −θ̃ − q̃1etet , (8.9)

noting that in (8.9), ũ can be interpreted as the horizontal depth-averaged scaled velocity

(see below) and in (7.9), Ũ is the horizontal surface scaled velocity.

To recover (7.4) integrate equation (8.3) from ỹ = 0 to ỹ = h̃ ,

0 =
∫ eh

0
(ũex + ṽey) dỹ

= h̃ũex + ṽ

∣∣∣∣eh
= h̃et +

(
h̃ũ
)

ex ,

(8.10)

using the bottom boundary condition and kinematic free surface boundary condition.
Note that in the first line of (8.10), ũ in h̃ũex is the horizontal velocity at any level, and

in substitution for ṽ
∣∣eh from (8.5), ũ is the horizontal velocity at the free surface, but as

ũ is independent of ỹ the terms on the right-hand side of (8.10) can be summed as in the
second line of (8.10). The vertical average of the horizontal scaled velocity is defined by

ũ =
1

h̃

∫ eh
0

ũ
(
x̃, ỹ, t̃

)
dỹ .

Differentiating (
h̃ũ
)

ex = ∂
∂ex ∫ eh

0
ũ
(
x̃, ỹ, t̃

)
dỹ

= h̃exũ
∣∣∣∣eh +

∫ eh
0

(ũex + ṽey) dỹ −
∫ eh

0
ṽeydỹ

= −h̃et ,
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using ũex+ṽey = 0, the bottom boundary condition and the kinematic free surface boundary
condition. So

h̃et +
(
h̃ũ
)

ex = 0 .

From the assumption (8.7) it can be concluded that ṽey is independent of ỹ , since

ṽey = −ũex and ũ = ũ
(
x̃, t̃
)

.

So

ṽ = −ũexỹ =

(
h̃et + ũh̃ex

h̃

)
ỹ , (8.11)

and this shows that the vertical velocity is a linear function of ỹ (page 147 of John-
son [36]).

Equations (8.9) and (8.10) in terms of the original variables are

ut + uux + ghx = −gθ − q̈1 ,

ht + (hu)x = 0 .

This shallow-water model is the simplified version of the more precise new shallow-water
model (6.1). Is is asymptotically valid in the limit ε → 0.

9 Comparison with previous work on rotating SWEs

The first derivation of the SWEs for sloshing in a rotating translating vessel was given
by Dillingham [22]. The SWEs are of the same form as (6.3) but the expressions for
a(x, t) and b(x, t) are different, and Dillingham uses the average velocity u in (1.3).
Denote Dillingham’s coefficients by a(x, t)D and b(x, t)D ; then (after adapting to the
notation here, and noting that Dillingham sets d1 = 0)

a(x, t)D = g cos θ + Ω̇x− Ω2d2 + 2Ωu− q̈1 sin θ + q̈2 cos θ ,

b(x, t)D = −g sin θ + Ω̇d2 + Ω2x− q̈1 cos θ − q̈2 sin θ .
(9.1)

In Dillingham’s notation, d2 = zd . To see the difference with a and b in (4.3) rewrite
(9.1)

a(x, t)D = a(x, t) + Ω2h + 2Ωu ,

b(x, t)D = b(x, t)− Ω̇h− 2Ωht .
(9.2)

In this comparison, the surface velocity is assumed close to the average velocity. In general
the two velocities may not be close. The precise difference is quantified in (1.3).

The terms Ω2h and Ω̇h are neglected by Dillingham as being small compared with
Ω2d2 and Ω̇d2 , which is reasonable for large d2 but not for small d2 . (See Figures 2 and
3 for numerical experiments confirming this observation.) The terms 2Ωu and 2Ωht are
due to Dillingham’s neglect of the horizontal Coriolis force (2Ωv ) which is not justified.
Indeed, if 2Ωv is retained and v is replaced by the approximate surface velocity ≈ −hux ,
then the two formulations are closer.

Since the assumptions in Dillingham [22] are not precise it is not easy to see what
error is induced by the neglect of the above terms. One implication of these assumptions
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is that the conservation form (6.5) is lost in Dillingham’s formulation, and there isn’t a
variational formulation. We also show some numerical experiments in §12 where the two
formulations are compared and clear divergence occurs for large times.

Huang & Hsiung [33] give a derivation of the rotating shallow water equations, but
their final equations are almost identical to Dillingham’s SWEs. They implicitly use u for
the velocity field, and their functions are related to a and b in (4.3) by (after identifying
U and u)

a(x, t)HH = a(x, t) + 2Ωu ,

b(x, t)HH = b(x, t)− 2Ωht − Ω̇h .

Comparison with (9.2) shows they include one additional term. However, the critical
Coriolis terms are missing. They also formulate the translations relative to the body
frame rather than the spatial frame (see discussion in §11). However, within certain
parameter regimes the numerical results obtained using the HH SWEs compare very well
with the surface SWES (see Figure 11 in §12.2). A review on derivation of HH SWEs is
given in technical report [8].

Armenio & La Rocca [12] also use the average horizontal velocity but give a more
precise derivation of the SWEs. The derivation of [12] is reviewed in Appendix B. The
derivation of [12] leads to the following form for the momentum equation

ut + u ux + a(x, t)ALRhx = b(x, t; y)ALR , (9.3)

with
a(x, t)ALR = g cos θ + Ω̇(x + d1)− Ω2(h + d2) + 2Ωu ,

b(x, t; y)ALR = −g sin θ − 2Ωhux + Ω̇(y − h + d2) + Ω2(x + d1) .
(9.4)

With appropriate change of notation, this is equation (18) in [12]. Note that the vehicle
acceleration q̈ is absent in this derivation but it can be easily added. Henceforth the pair
of equations ht + (hu)x = 0 and (9.3) are called the ALR SWEs.

With q̈ neglected, and assuming U ≈ u , the ALR coefficients relative to a and b in
(4.3) are

a(x, t)ALR = a(x, t) + 2Ωu ,

b(x, t; y)ALR = b(x, t) + Ω̇(y − 2h)− 2Ω(ht + hux) .

The comparison can be simplified by using the mass equation to eliminate the second
term in a(x, t)ALR and the third term in b(x, t; y)ALR . After this change the two systems
are very close (assuming U ≈ u). The coefficient b(x, t; y)ALR still depends on y . There
are a number of choices for y : y = 0, y = 1

2
h (obtained by averaging), y = h and

y = 2h . The most natural choice is y = 1
2
h which is obtained by averaging. Another

interesting choice is y = h . In this case the equations have an interesting variational
principle (Alemi Ardakani & Bridges [6]). However, the conservation form is lost
unless y = 2h which is not physically reasonable. Henceforth in discussing the ALR
SWEs we will use the choice y = h .

It is remarkable that the ALR SWEs are very close to the surface equations, when U
and u are identified, especially since the surface equations have only two assumptions, and
the ALR SWEs have four assumptions. Although the two sets of SWEs are similar, there
are still two principal advantages to using the surface SWEs: first it is very clear what the
assumptions are in the derivation, and secondly, the derivation extends in a straightfor-
ward way to the case of three-dimensional rotating shallow-water flow, whereas deriving
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the SWEs in 3D with the average velocity is very difficult and not always unambiguous
(Alemi Ardakani & Bridges [10]).

10 Numerical algorithm for shallow-water sloshing

Sloshing in shallow water relative to a rotating frame has been simulated numerically
using a number of different methods. A number of authors have used Glimm’s method to
simulate shallow water sloshing (e.g. [22, 43, 55, 54]). Glimm’s method is very effective in
treating a large number of travelling hydraulic jumps, but the solutions are discontinuous.
Armenio points out in the discussion of the paper by Huang & Hsiung [32] that Glimm’s
method also suffers from a strong mass variation over time in a simulation. Jones &
Hulme [37] used Lax-Wendroff, but did not find it to be effective. Lax-Wendroff is ex-
plicit with a time step restriction and unacceptably large truncation errors (Abbott [2]).
Armenio & La Rocca [12] have used space-time conservation elements, developed by
Chang [17], which have excellent conservation properties. They find that the method
works very well for the simulation of both standing waves and hydraulic jumps, and the
speed of travelling hydraulic jumps is well predicted even for large amplitudes of exci-
tation. Huang & Hsiung [32, 33, 34] have used flux-vector splitting. This method,
which is originally due to Steger & Warming [61], involves computing eigenvalues of
the Jacobian matrices, and is effective for tracking multi-directional characteristics. Their
numerical results are qualitatively in agreement with Dillingham [22].

Our strategy for computing shallow-water sloshing is threefold. We want a method
which extends easily to the case of two-horizontal space dimensions. Secondly, we want
a method that is both implicit and has some numerical dissipation. Thirdly, we want
a method which generalizes easily to the case of coupled vessel-fluid motion. For one
horizontal space dimension there are a number of methods that could be used. We first
implemented the Preissmann scheme (Abbott [2]) and found it to have excellent prop-
erties. The Preissmann scheme is also very effective for transcritical flows (Freitag &
Morton [29]. However, there are problems with extending the Preissmann scheme to
two horizontal space dimensions (Abbott & Basco [3]).

Instead we use a fully-implicit spatially-centred finite difference scheme which leads
to a block tridiagonal coefficient matrix. It is similar to a one-dimensional version of the
Abbott-Ionescu scheme and the Leendertse scheme [44] which are both widely used in
open channel hydraulics. The representation of waves by this scheme is studied in §4.10
of [2] in one and two horizontal space dimensions.

The scheme has numerical dissipation, but the form of the dissipation is similar to
the action of viscosity. The truncation error is of the form of the heat equation and so
is strongly wavenumber dependent. Moreover the numerical dissipation follows closely
the hydraulic structure of the equations. See the technical report Alemi Ardakani
& Bridges [9] for an analysis of the form of the numerical dissipation. The numerical
dissipation is helpful for eliminating transients and spurious high-wavenumber oscillation
in the formation of travelling hydraulic jumps.

Rewrite the governing equations (6.3) in a form suitable for the scheme,

ht + Uhx + hUx = 0 ,

Ut + (α(x, t)− Ω2h + 2ΩU)hx + (U + 2Ωh)Ux = β(x, t) + Ω̇h ,
(10.1)
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where α and β are the terms that are independent of h and U ,

α(x, t) = g cos θ + Ω̇(x + d1)− Ω2d2 − q̈1 sin θ + q̈2 cos θ ,

β(x, t) = −g sin θ + Ω̇d2 + Ω2(x + d1)− q̈1 cos θ − q̈2 sin θ .
(10.2)

In this scheme all space derivatives are approximated by 3−point centred difference
and time derivatives by forward difference. In order to treat the nonlinearity, an iteration
scheme is used. In the first sweep, values of h, U from the previous time step are used.
These are then updated and a second sweep is implemented. This procedure is repeated
until the previous and current values of h and U are within a prescribed tolerance at all
points. Denote the current intermediate values of h, U by h? and U? .

The x− interval 0 ≤ x ≤ L is split into JJ − 1 intervals of length ∆x = L
JJ−1

and so

xj := (j − 1)∆x , j = 1, . . . , JJ ,

and
hn

j := h(xj, tn) and Un
j := U(xj, tn) ,

where tn = n∆t with ∆t the fixed time step.
The discretization of the equations (10.1) is then

hn+1
j − hn

j

∆t
+ U?

j

hn+1
j+1 − hn+1

j−1

2∆x
+ h?

j

Un+1
j+1 − Un+1

j−1

2∆x
= 0 ,

Un+1
j − Un

j

∆t
+
(
αn+1

j − (Ωn+1)2h?
j + 2Ωn+1U?

j

) hn+1
j+1 − hn+1

j−1

2∆x

+
(
U?

j + 2Ωn+1h?
j

) Un+1
j+1 − Un+1

j−1

2∆x
= βn+1

j + Ω̇n+1hn+1
j ,

(10.3)
where

αn
j := α(xj, tn) and βn

j := β(xj, tn) .

Setting

zn
j =

(
hn

j

Un
j

)
,

equation (10.3) becomes

−An+1
j zn+1

j−1 + Bn+1zn+1
j + An+1

j zn+1
j+1 =

(
0 1
1 0

)
zn

j + ∆t βn+1
j

(
1
0

)
, (10.4)

with

An+1
j =

∆t

2∆x

[
α̃n+1

j (U?
j + 2Ωn+1h?

j)
U?

j h?
j

]
, Bn+1 =

[
−Ω̇n+1∆t 1

1 0

]
, (10.5)

and
α̃n+1

j = αn+1
j − (Ωn+1)2h?

j + 2Ωn+1U?
j .
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The equations at j = 1 and j = JJ are obtained from the boundary conditions. The
only boundary condition at x = 0 is U = 0. The discrete version of this is

Un
1 = 0 and

Un
0 + Un

2

2
= 0 , for all n ∈ N . (10.6)

To obtain a boundary condition for h , use the mass equation at x = 0

ht + h?Ux = 0 ,

with discretization
hn+1

1 − hn
1

∆t
+ h?

1

Un+1
2

∆x
= 0 . (10.7)

Combining (10.6) and (10.7) gives the equation for j = 1

zn+1
1 +

h?
1 ∆t

∆x

[
0 1
0 0

]
zn+1

2 =

[
1 0
0 0

]
zn

1 . (10.8)

Similarly at x = L ,

Un
JJ = 0 and

Un
JJ−1 + Un

JJ+1

2
= 0 , for all n ∈ N . (10.9)

and the discrete mass equation is

hn+1
JJ − hn

JJ

∆t
− h?

JJ

Un+1
JJ−1

∆x
= 0 . (10.10)

Combining these two equations gives the discretization at j = JJ ,

−h?
JJ ∆t

∆x

[
0 1
0 0

]
zn+1

JJ−1 + zn+1
JJ =

[
1 0
0 0

]
zn

JJ . (10.11)

For fixed h? and U? the following block linear system of equations is to be solved,

zn+1
1 + h?

1Nzn+1
2 =

[
1 0
0 0

]
zn

1 ,

−An+1
2 zn+1

1 + Bn+1zn+1
2 + An+1

2 zn+1
3 =

[
0 1
1 0

]
zn

2 + ∆t βn+1
2

(
1
0

)
,

−An+1
3 zn+1

2 + Bn+1zn+1
3 + An+1

3 zn+1
4 =

[
0 1
1 0

]
zn

3 + ∆t βn+1
3

(
1
0

)
,

...
...

−An+1
JJ−1z

n+1
JJ−2 + Bn+1zn+1

JJ−1 + An+1
JJ−1z

n+1
JJ =

[
0 1
1 0

]
zn

JJ−1 + ∆t βn+1
JJ−1

(
1
0

)
,

−h?
JJNzn+1

JJ−1 + zn+1
JJ =

[
1 0
0 0

]
zn

JJ .

where

N :=
∆t

∆x

[
0 1
0 0

]
.
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The unknown vector is Z := (z1, z2, . . . , zJJ−1, zJJ) ∈ RJJ ×R
JJ . Its coefficient matrix is

a block tridiagonal matrix. It is also diagonally dominant, since the norm of Bn+1 is of
order 1 and the norm of An+1

j is of order ∆t when ∆x is fixed. For fixed h? and U? this
is just a linear system and can be solved by standard algorithms. We used both Matlab
and Fortran in order to double check the results. Matlab is quicker to program and
has a built in block-tridiagonal solver. Fortran is more work to program but executes
faster. A slight speedup of the algorithm can be obtained by replacing the nonlinear terms
Uhx + hUx by the linear term −ht and this modified algorithm is discussed in Alemi
Ardakani & Bridges [9].

The coefficient matrices in the block-tridiagonal system are dependent upon h? and
U? so an iterative process is added to the solution procedure. At the beginning of a time
step h?

j is set equal to hn
j and U?

j = Un
j for each j . Then the linear system is solved,

giving new values for h? and U? which are used to update the coefficient matrices. This
process is repeated until maxj{|h?

j−hn+1
j |+|U?

j −Un+1
j |} is below some tolerance, typically

taken to be 10−8 . We have not studied the convergence properties of this iteration, but
away from criticality and severe hydraulic jumps the convergence is quick (typically 2-5
iterations). Moreover, according to Abbott [2] and Abbott & Basco [3], this type of
iteration is widely used in the computational hydraulics community.

The initial conditions for the fluid velocity and height at t = 0 are typically taken to
be

U(x, 0) = 0 and h(x, 0) = h0 , (10.12)

where h0 is the still water level.

11 Rigid body motion of the vessel

The fluid vessel is a rigid body free to undergo any motion in the plane. Every rigid body
motion in the plane is uniquely determined by (q(t),Q(t)) where q(t) is a vector in R

2

and Q(t) is an orthogonal matrix with unit determinant (O’Reilly [53]). In the plane
this reduces to two translations q1(t) and q2(t) and an angle θ(t) .

If the translations are zero, then specifying the motion consists of specifying θ(t) ,
corresponding to roll or pitch motion of the vessel. Here we will restrict attention to
harmonic motion of amplitude δ and frequency ω ,

θ(t) = δ sin(ωt) , Ω = θ̇ , Ω̇ = θ̈ , (11.1)

where δ is of order ε = h0/L . It is not the value of the frequency that is important,
but its value relative to the natural frequency. In the limit of shallow water, the natural
frequencies of the fluid are

ωm =
√

gh0
mπ

L
, m ∈ N . (11.2)

In the case of pure translations, θ = 0 and q1(t) and/or q2(t) are specified.
The case of mixed rotation/translation requires more care. From the viewpoint of a

rigid body, q(t) here is the absolute translation: translation of the origin of the body frame
as in Figure 1. However, in ship hydrodynamics spatial translations are relative to the
body motion: translation in the direction of the body axes : that is; surge, sway and heave.
Hence one must be careful in interpreting the literature. For example, Dillingham [22]
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uses absolute translation as here, whereas Huang & Hsiung [33] and Faltinsen &
Timokha [27] use translations along the body axes. Either choice is correct, but one
must be careful in interpretation. For example, in [27], a coupled pitch-surge excitation
is proposed of the form (adjusting to the notation here)

qsurge
1 (t) = A1 sin(ωt) , qheave

2 (t) = 0 and θ(t) = A2 cos(ωt) , (11.3)

where A1 and A2 are specified amplitudes. The surge qsurge
1 (t) is along the x−axis which

is attached to the body. Hence the absolute acceleration vector is

q̈1(t) = cos θ(t) q̈surge
1 (t) ,

q̈2(t) = sin θ(t) q̈surge
1 (t) ,

since in general (
q̈1

q̈2

)
=

[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

](
q̈surge
1

q̈heave
2

)
.

There is an induced vertical displacement relative to the absolute frame. In other words,
to represent a pure pitch-surge excitation of the form (11.3) would require an experi-
ment which specified both vertical and horizontal displacements of the vessel relative to a
laboratory frame of reference.

Therefore the natural approach for comparison with experiments (particularly when
both rotation and translation are present) is to specify the absolute translations along with
the rotations. On the other hand, we are not aware of any experiments which combine
both. The paper of Disimile et al. [24] indicates that their experimental facility has
the capability to produce all 6 degrees of freedom in the forcing, but only planar rotations
are reported so far.

When both translations and rotations are specified and are harmonic there is the
possibility of two frequencies, resulting in quasiperiodic forcing. The simplest analogous
model is that of Duffing’s equation with quasiperiodic forcing. This problem has been
studied by Wiggins [66] and he shows that chaos results, and experiments of Moon
& Holmes [48] on quasiperiodic forcing also indicate chaos. In this paper, the simplest
coupled forcing is considered, where both frequencies are the same, but the phase differs
and results on this are presented in §13.

12 Numerical experiments

Our first numerical experiment is to compare the computations using the surface SWEs
with Dillingham’s SWEs. In order to facilitate comparison the same numerical method is
used for both, with the only difference being the choice of a(x, t), b(x, t) for the surface
SWEs and the choice a(x, t)D, b(x, t)D for the case of Dillingham’s SWEs. Fix data as
shown in the first row of Table 1. Then with the initial conditions (10.12) a comparison
between the two systems is shown in Figures 2 and 3. A particular value of x is chosen
(x = 0.4 m) and the time dependence of h(x, t) at that location is plotted as a function
of time.

The results diverge after some time. The error is predominantly amplitude error, but
then at larger times, some phase errors appear. |d2| = 0.5 m in Figure 2, and |d2| is 10
times smaller in Figure 3. The larger divergence between the two results when |d2| is
small confirms the prediction based on the analysis of the equations in §9.
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Table 1: Input data for the numerical experiments in Figures 2–14. In all cases, q1(t) =
q2(t) = 0 and the initial conditions are h(x, 0) = h0 and U(x, 0) = 0. The first natural
frequency ω1 is listed to two significant figures using (11.2) with g = 9.81 m/s2 .

Figure L h0 d1 d2 δ ω ω1 ∆x ∆t

(m) (m) (m) (m) (rad) (rad/sec) (rad/sec) (m) (sec)
2 0.5 0.075 −0.25 ±0.5 π/180 10.77 5.39 0.005 0.005
3 0.5 0.075 −0.25 ±0.05 π/180 10.77 5.39 0.005 0.005
4 0.5 0.025 −0.25 0.048 varying varying 3.11 0.005 0.005
5 0.5 0.025 −0.25 0.048 0.91π/180 3.98 3.11 0.005 0.005
8 0.5 0.05 −0.25 0.048 0.91π/180 5.05 4.40 0.005 0.005
9 0.5 0.05 −0.25 0.048 0.91π/180 5.56 4.40 0.005 0.005
10 0.5 0.025 −0.25 0.048 1.70π/180 3.98 3.11 0.005 0.005
11 1 0.06 −0.5 −0.522 0.067 2.40 2.41 0.005 0.005
12 0.5 0.075 −0.25 varying π/180 varying 5.39 0.005 0.005

13,14 0.5 0.075 −0.25 0.0 π/180 5.0 5.39 0.005 0.005

Figure 2: Surface elevation at x = 0.40 m with parameters listed in Table 1 showing
a comparison between the surface SWEs and Dillingham’s SWEs. d2 = 0.50 m and
d2 = −0.50 m for upper and lower figures respectively. The horizontal axis is time in sec
and the vertical axis is wave height in m .
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Figure 3: Same as Figure 2 with d2 = 0.05 m and d2 = −0.05 m for the upper and lower
figures respectively.

12.1 Comparison with the ALR SWEs

Armenio & La Rocca [12] present numerical simulations using the ALR SWEs (9.3)
and they compare their results with both in house experiments and direct numerical sim-
ulations of the two-dimensional flowfield using a marker-and-cell type method including
Reynold’s averaging (called RANSE in their paper). Here we will compare numerical
simulations of the surface SWEs with the ALR SWEs simulations, and by inference also
compare with their experiments and RANSE simulations.

[12] point out that the experiments were not able to produce strictly harmonic forcing,
and so they used the experimental tank motion as input into the numerics rather than
a strict harmonic function. Here we will use a strictly harmonic forcing for the angular
motion, and this may affect the comparison.

The two graphs in Figure 4 show the computational results corresponding to Figures
13 and 14 in [12]. The parameter values are listed in the third row of Table 1. The only
difference between the upper and lower data sets is the forcing amplitude. It is 0.91o in
lower graph in Figure 4 and 1.7o in the upper graph. The figure shows the maximum wave
height ( |hmax − hmin|/L) as a function of the forcing frequency. The natural frequency
is approximately π , and that is typically where the maximum amplitude occurs. The
comparison is qualitatively good but the slope is much more gentle in these figures. This
difference could be due to either the change in forcing, or the effect of transients.

The time dependence of the wave height at a fixed value of x (x = 0.4 m) is plotted
in Figure 5. The parameters are the same as in Figure 4 (at the lower forcing amplitude)
but with the forcing frequency fixed at ω = 3.98 rad/sec . Note that there are transient
values of the wave height which exceed the steady state (periodic) maximum amplitude.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the computation with the surface SWEs with Figure 13 and
Figure 14 of [12]. The horizontal axis is time in frequency rad/sec and the vertical axis
is nondimensional wave height at x = 0.4m in m .

The appearance of large transients and eventual settling down to steady state motion is
precisely what occurs in Figure 15 of [12]. This behaviour is consistent with the RANSE
simulations although both the RANSE simulations and the experiments show the appear-
ance of additional harmonics. To see what is happening in the transient versus steady
state regimes in Figure 5, snapshots of the vessel showing the spatial dependence of the
waveheight are shown at a sequence of times in Figures 6 and 7. The initial transient re-
gion corresponds to a travelling hydraulic jump, and it settles down to a periodic standing
wave.

Figures 8 and 9 show the dramatic difference between forcing near the natural fre-
quency and forcing away from the natural frequency. Figure 8 has parameter values
corresponding to Figure 20 in [12]: h0/L = 0.10, ω = 5.05 rad/sec (close to resonance)
and δ = 0.91o . The time history of the wave height is shown at x = 0.40 m . The quali-
tative agreement with Figure 20 in [12] is excellent. However, their RANSE simulations
show the presence of several additional wave modes. This comparison is an example where
the SWEs capture the principal qualitative properties of the waves but not the detail.

Figure 9 shows a computation with the surface SWEs with parameter values associated
with Figure 21 in [12]. Same data as in Figure 8 but with ω = 5.56 rad/sec, so it is away
from resonance. In this case the motion is much more regular. Again this simulation
compares very well with the SWE simulation in Figure 21 of [12]. In this case the RANSE
simulations and the experiments had an additional high frequency component, which gave
the appearance of beating.

Figure 10 shows spatial dependence of the wave profiles at parameter values corre-
sponding to Figure 17 in [12]. The agreement between the current simulations and [12]
in this case is excellent.

12.2 Comparison with Huang & Hsiung [33]

The SWEs used in [33] are almost the same as Dillingham’s. For pure rotation, they have
an example with a strong hydraulic jump which provides a good test of a numerical scheme.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the computation with the surface SWEs with Figure 15 of [12].
Data tabulated in Table 1. The horizontal axis is time in sec and the vertical axis is wave
height in m at x = 0.4m .

Figure 6: Wave profiles computed using the surface SWEs showing the free surface as a
function of x at t = 2.5 s , t = 3.0 s , t = 3.5 s , t = 4.1 s , t = 4.5 s for the left column
from top to bottom and at t = 5.1 s , t = 5.6 s , t = 6.0 s , t = 6.4 s , t = 6.9 s for the
right column from top to bottom. Parameter values the same as in Figure 5.
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Figure 7: Continuation of Figure 6. Wave profiles computed using the surface SWEs
showing the free surface as a function of x . The snapshots are at t = 9.0 s , t = 9.7 s ,
t = 10.5 s , t = 10.9 s , t = 11.5 s for the left column from top to bottom and at t = 12.0 s ,
t = 12.4 s , t = 12.9 s , t = 13.5 s , t = 14.0 s for the right column from top to bottom.

Figure 8: Comparison of the computation with the surface SWEs with Figure 20 of [12].
Data are h0 = L/10, ω = 5.05 rad/sec and δ = 0.91o . The forcing frequency is very
close to the natural frequency. The horizontal axis is time in sec and the vertical axis is
wave height in m at x = 0.4m .
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Figure 9: Comparison of the computation with the surface SWEs with Figure 21 of [12].
The data are h0 = L/10, ω = 5.56 rad/sec (away from natural frequency), δ = 0.91o .
The horizontal axis is time in sec and the vertical axis is wave height in m at x = 0.4m .

Figure 10: Comparison of the computation with the surface SWEs with Figure 17 of [12].
Data tabulated in Table 1.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the numerics based on the surface SWEs with Figure 6 of [33].
The horizontal axis is x in m and the vertical axis is water depth in m .

Figure 11 shows a simulation using the surface SWEs with parameter values as in Figure
6 of [33]. The frequency is very close to the first natural frequency (ω1 ≈ 2.41 rad/sec)
and, as is typically the case for forcing near the natural frequency, a travelling hydraulic
jump forms. The numerics captures the travelling hydraulic jump very well. Surprisingly
the results also are close to those of [33], particularly the phase, although the amplitudes
differ especially for later times.

12.3 Effect of centre of rotation

An advantage of the SWEs over the full equations is that parametric studies can be
carried out quickly. Here an example is shown of the effect of change of the centre of
rotation. Suppose the vessel is forced to rotate about a point which lies on the vertical
line through the centroid; that is d1 = − 1

2
L and d2 can vary. Taking parameter values

as indicated in Table 1, Figure 12 shows the nondimensional wave height at x = 0.40 m
versus d2 , plotted for different frequencies. The principal trend is that when the centre of
rotation is below the tank bottom the response is higher and the farther below the larger
the amplitude. Hence tanks on the deck of a ship will have greater response than tanks
below deck (other parameters being equal), and tanks below the centre of gravity will in
general be more stable.

Pantazopoulos [55] shows numerical results including the effect of centre of rotata-
tion (see Figure 6 in Pantazopoulos [55] and Figure 29 in Pantazopoulos [54]). His
results show monotone increase of amplitude with d2 . For most frequency values the
results in Figure 12 are in qualitative agreement with [55]. However, a new phenom-
ena shows up here when the forcing frequency is at approximately the second natural
frequency (the lowest curve in Figure 12), where initially there is a decrease and then
increase.
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Figure 12: Computed nondimensional wave height versus the center of rotation for dif-
ferent frequencies for the surface SWEs with parameters δ = 1.0◦ , L = 0.5 m and
h0 = 0.075 m . The first natural frequency is ω1 ≈ 5.38 rad/sec . The horizontal axis
is d2 in m and the vertical axis is nondimensional wave height in m at x = 0.25m .

12.4 Courant and Froude numbers

The Courant number is important for the numerical propagation of waves (Abbott &
Basco [3]). It is optimal, even for an implicit scheme, to operate with a Courant number
unity, where the phase and amplitude errors are the smallest. Sloshing is a severe test of
this requirement because of the change of direction of the flow. An example to illustrate
this is shown in Figure 13. The local Courant number is

Cr(x, t) :=
∆t

∆x
|U(x, t)| .

The Courant number is seen to have a rather significant variation over time and space.
Nevertheless, the computations using the SWEs seem to capture the qualitative properties
of the waves.

With space-time dependent SWEs, the concept of criticality is not precise. But as
noted in §6.2 one can define a notion of criticality as the values of parameters at which
the Jacobian vanishes (i.e. equation (6.8)). Based on this definition, the critical Froude
number is the right hand side of (6.8). When θ = 0, the critical Froude number is unity.
For illustration, Figure 14 shows the variation of the critical Froude number as a function
of x at various values of time. In this case the variation with x is almost linear, but
note that the critical Froude number can exceed unity at some values of x and t . The
parameter values are the same as in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Local Courant number versus x at different values of time. Data tabulated in
Table 1. The horizontal axis is x in m and the vertical axis is Courant number.

Figure 14: Critical Froude number (right-hand side of (6.8)) versus x at different t . Data
tabulated in Table 1. The horizontal axis is x in m and the vertical axis is Froude number
squared.
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Figure 15: Computed nondimensional wave height ( |hmax−hmin|/L) versus the phase shift
for different frequencies for the surface SWEs with parameters δ = 0.035, θ0 = 0.5 rad ,
L = 0.5 m , h0 = 0.075 m , d1 = −0.25 m , d2 = 0.1 m , ∆x = 0.005 m and ∆t = 0.005 s .
The horizontal axis is θ1 in rad and the vertical axis is nondimensional wave height at
x = 0.25m .

13 Coupled surge–pitch forcing

Coupled surge-pitch, or surge-pitch-heave forcing is easily modeled with the surface SWEs.
In this section results illustrating the coupled surge-pitch motion are presented. For
simplicity the surge and pitch forcing are chosen to be harmonic with the same frequency
but out of phase, and the amplitude of the two is the same order of magnitude. The
rotation is

θ(t) = δθ0 sin(ωt + θ1) , 0 ≤ θ1 < π ,

and horizontal translation is
q1(t) = δL sin(ωt) .

The parameters are fixed at

δ = 0.035 , θ0 = 0.5 rad ,

L = 0.5 m , h0 = 0.075 m , d1 = −0.25 m , d2 = 0.1 m ,

and the discretization parameters are ∆x = 0.005 m and ∆t = 0.005 s . Figure 15 shows
computed nondimensional wave height ( |hmax − hmin|/L) versus the phase shift for dif-
ferent frequencies for the surface SWEs. The maximum response is when the pitch and
surge forcing are 180o out of phase.

Snapshots of the fluid motion at a sequence of times are shown in Figure 13. In this
figure the parameter values are

δ = 0.244346 , θ0 = 0.5 rad , ω = 5.0 rad/sec , θ1 = π
6
rad ,

L = 0.5 m , h0 = 0.15 m , d1 = −0.25 m , d2 = 0.0 m ,
(13.1)

and the numerical parameters are ∆x = 0.005 m and ∆t = 0.005 s . In these simula-
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Figure 16: Snapshots of rigid body motion with interior fluid sloshing for coupled surge-
pitch motion, with parameter values given in (13.1). The snapshots are at t = 2.30 s ,
t = 2.85 s for the first row from left to right, t = 3.30 s , t = 3.55 s for the second row
from left to right, and t = 3.85 s , t = 4.0 s for the third row from left to right.
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tions transients have settled down (these figures show the flowfield between 460 and 800
timesteps). Full simulations including earlier and later times have been combined into a
video. This and other sloshing videos can be seen at the Surrey sloshing website [1].

14 Sloshing on London Eye

Here we will restrict attention to sloshing in a vessel attached to a ferris wheel of radius
rc that is prescribed to travel along a circular path such that

q1(t) = −rc (cos θ0 − cos θc) ,

q2(t) = rc (sin θc − sin θ0) ,
(14.1)

where
θc = ωct + θ0 ,

and is prescribed to harmonically rotate with frequency ω and amplitude δ about the
suspension point

θ = δ sin ωt , Ω = θ̇ , Ω̇ = θ̈ . (14.2)

It is not the value of the frequency that is important, but its value relative to the natural
frequency 11.2).

Set the input data as

h0 = 0.15 m , L = 1 m , δ = 0.3047 rad ,

ω = ω1 = 3.8109 rad/sec , θ0 = 0 rad , ωc = 0.5 rad/sec ,

rc = 2 m , d1 = −0.5 m , d2 = −0.60 m , ∆t = 0.01 sec ,

∆x = 0.01 m .

Then with the initial conditions (10.12) Figure 17 shows the formation and propagation
of a travelling hydraulic jump at a sequence of times when the tank is rotating about the
suspension point harmonically with the forcing frequency near the first natural frequency
of the fluid. This example shows the consistency between the numerical results and the
theoretical conclusion of §7 which states that the roll/pitch motion should be an order of
magnitude smaller than q-translations in order to avoid large fluid motions that would
violate (SWE-1) and (SWE-2).

For the second numerical experiment set the input data as

h0 = 0.15 m , L = 1 m , δ = 0.15056 rad ,

ω = ω2 = 7.6218 rad/sec , θ0 = 0 rad , ωc = 0.5 rad/sec ,

rc = 2 m , d1 = −0.5 m , d2 = −0.60 m , ∆t = 0.01 sec ,

∆x = 0.01 m .

Figure 18 shows the snapshots of the rigid-body with the interior fluid sloshing when the
frequency of rotation about the suspension point is near the second natural frequency
of the fluid which causes the appearance of additional harmonics in the generated wave
shape.
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Figure 17: Snapshots of a rigid-body with interior fluid sloshing at a sequence of times.
The snapshots in a counterclockwise order are at t = 1 sec , t = 3.1 sec , t = 5.3 sec ,
t = 7.2 sec and t = 9.7 sec .
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Figure 18: Snapshots of a rigid-body with interior fluid sloshing when ω = ω2 .
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15 Concluding remarks

The starting point of this paper was the surface equations for sloshing in a vessel under-
going rigid body motion in the plane. These equations improve on previous shallow water
equations for sloshing in that the vessel motion is exact and there are only two assump-
tions on the fluid motion. They show how the breaking criterion of Penney-Price-Taylor
arises, how surface tension affects the SWEs, and are amenable to numerical simulation.
The advantage of restricting to shallow water flow (rather than the full two-dimensional
equations) is that numerical imulations of the SWEs are much faster.

Remarkably, all these properties carry over to the case of shallow water sloshing in
three dimensions. In Alemi Ardakani & Bridges [10] the surface equations for shallow
water sloshing in a vessel undergoing an arbitrary rigid body motion in three dimensions
are derived. The motion of the vessel is exact and the only approximations are on the
fluid motion, again requiring only two natural hypotheses on the surface vertical velocity
and acceleration, generalising (1.9).

In this paper the motion of the vessel has been prescribed. The vessel motion can
also be determined by solving the rigid-body equations coupled to the fluid motion. The
dynamically coupled problem is studied in [7, 6].

As an example of the coupled problem, consider for simplicity pure horizontal trans-
lation of the vessel (q2 = θ = 0). The exact equation for the dynamically-coupled motion
of a vessel of dry mass ms and spring constant ν with the fluid is

d

dt

(∫ L

0

∫ h

0

ρu(x, y, t) dydx + (ms + mf )q̇1

)
+ νq1 = 0 ,

where mf = ρh0L is the fluid mass. A derivation of this equation is given in [7]. Now,
approximate the horizontal momentum by a shallow water model

d

dt

(∫ L

0

ρhU(x, t) dx + (ms + mf )q̇1

)
+ νq1 = 0 .

Then using the momentum equation with q2 = θ = 0 this equation can be reduced to

msq̈1 + νq1 = 1
2
ρg(h(L, t)2 − h(0, t))2 , (15.1)

which is Cooker’s equation (Cooker [21]). Solution of the coupled problem, where q1(t)
is determined from (15.1) rather than specified, leads to very different dynamics. The
natural frequencies change and the dynamic coupling can mollify the fluid motion or
enhance it. Numerical simulation of the coupled problem (6.3) and (15.1) is reported
in Alemi Ardakani & Bridges [7]. The full dynamically coupled problem including
rotation is studied in Alemi Ardakani [5].
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— Appendix —

A Conservation form of the rotating SWEs

The sloshing equations (6.3) can be written in conservation form when surface tension is
neglected. This property is surprising since neither Dillingham’s SWEs, HH SWEs, or
the ALR SWEs have this property.

Let
R = 1

2
U2 + a(x, t)(h + d2) + 1

2
Ω2(h + d2)

2

+gx sin θ − 1
2
Ω2(x + d1)

2 + (q̈1 cos θ + q̈2 sin θ)x .
(A-1)

Then the x−momentum equation (6.3) can be written in the conservation form

(U − 2Ω(h + d2))t + Rx = 0.

The mass equation in (6.3) is already in conservation form. However, there is even more
structure to these equations. The function R is the derivative of another function with
respect to h . Call this function E(h, U) . Expand R ,

R = 1
2
U2 + g(h + d2) cos θ + gx sin θ + Ω̇(x + d1)(h + d2)− 1

2
Ω2(x + d1)

2

−1
2
Ω2(h + d2)

2 + (−q̈1 sin θ + q̈2 cos θ)(h + d2) + (q̈1 cos θ + q̈2 sin θ)x ,

and integrate ∂E
∂h

= R , giving the expression (6.7). Then

R = ∂E
∂h

and hU = ∂E
∂U

, (A-2)

and the governing equations are

∂h
∂t

+ ∂
∂x

(
∂E
∂U

)
= 0,

and
∂
∂t

(U − 2Ω(h + d2)) + ∂
∂x

(
∂E
∂h

)
= 0.

Further define the momentum by (6.6). Then the governing equations take the form

∂
∂t

(∇I) + ∂
∂x

(∇E) = 0 , (A-3)

where the gradient consists of derivatives with respect to h and U .
This form of the equations captures an important property of the classical shallow

water equations. Benjamin & Bowman [13] show that the classical shallow water
equations can be expressed in terms of the energy E and momentum I ,

E = 1
2
hu2 + 1

2
gh2 and I = hu .

Then with ∇E = (gh + 1
2
u2, uh) and ∇I = (u, h) , the classical SWEs are recovered by

substituting E and I into the form (A-3).
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B Derivation of Armenio & La Rocca’s (1996) SWEs

In the derivation of Armenio & La Rocca [12], the mean velocity (1.3) is used and
so the mass equation is exact. In this appendix a review of the derivation of the SWE
momentum equation due to [12] is given. The reduction of the momentum equations
proceeds as follows. The translation accelerations q̈ are neglected since they do not affect
the derivation. The starting point of the ALR derivation is the momentum equations

Du

Dt
+

1

ρ

∂p

∂x
= −g sin θ + 2Ωv + Ω̇(y + d2) + Ω2(x + d1) ,

Dv

Dt
+

1

ρ

∂p

∂y
= −g cos θ − 2Ωu− Ω̇(x + d1) + Ω2(y + d2) ,

(B-1)

The first assumption is to neglect the vertical acceleration

Dv

Dt
≈ 0 . (ALR-1)

The vertical momentum equation then reduces to

1

ρ

∂p

∂y
= −g cos θ − 2Ωu− Ω̇(x + d1) + Ω2(y + d2) ,

Integrate this equation over the entire depth

1

ρ
p(x, y, t)

∣∣∣∣h − 1

ρ
p(x, 0, t) = −gh cos θ − 2Ω

∫ h

0

u dy − Ω̇(x + d1)h + 1
2
Ω2(h2 + 2hd2) .

Applying the dynamic free surface boundary condition, and neglecting surface tension,
gives an expression for the pressure field at y = 0

1

ρ
p(x, 0, t) = gh cos θ + 2Ωhu + Ω̇(x + d1)h− 1

2
Ω2(h2 + 2hd2) .

Now consider the x−momentum equation in (B-1). To simplify this equation two
assumptions are invoked

2Ωv ≈ 0 , (ALR-2)

and
1

ρ

∂p

∂x
in the x−momentum equation is evaluated at y = 0 . (ALR-3)

With these assumptions the x−momentum equation simplifies to

Du

Dt
+

1

ρ

∂p

∂x

∣∣∣∣
y=0

= −g sin θ + Ω̇(y + d2) + Ω2(x + d1) ,

with
1

ρ

∂p

∂x

∣∣∣∣
y=0

= ghx cos θ + 2Ω(hu)x + Ω̇h + Ω̇(x + d1)hx − Ω2(h + d2)hx .

However, the system is still not closed. One additional assumption is required

Du

Dt
≈ ut + u ux . (ALR-4)
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With this hypothesis, the x−momentum equation becomes (9.3) with coefficients (9.4).
The first two assumptions (ALR-1)-(ALR-2) are analogues of the ones used in the

derivation of the surface equations in §3. It is difficult to quantify the error in assumption
(ALR-3). The error in Assumption (ALR-4) can be clarified however, since

1

h

∫ h

0

Du

Dt
dy − ut − u ux =

1

h

∂

∂x

(∫ h

0

u2 dy − hu2

)
.

Hence the error is small if the the right-hand side of this expression is small. A sufficient
condition for neglect is when the depth-averaged velocity squared is close to the square
of the depth-averaged velocity.

C Vertical accelerations and the highest standing wave

One of the interesting features of the exact surface equation for the horizontal surface
velocity is the way that the vertical acceleration appears. Define

aL(x, t) = g +
Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h = −∂p

∂y

∣∣∣∣h . (C-1)

A condition proposed by Penney & Price [56] for the limiting periodic standing wave
is aL = 0. They argued that – in the absence of surface tension – the pressure just inside
the liquid near the surface for a standing wave must be positive or zero and consequently
at the surface ∂p

∂y
≤ 0 which is equivalent to aL ≥ 0. When this condition is violated then

the standing wave should cease to exist.
Experiments of Taylor [62] confirmed the importance of aL in determining the high-

est wave. Numerical calculations of Saffmann & Yuen [60] also found that aL ≈ 0 for
standing waves near breaking. In their discussion of breaking mechanisms for sloshing
waves, the authors of Royon-Lebeaud et al. [58] remark that a destabilization of a
standing wave first appears when the wave front acceleration exceeds the acceleration of
gravity. Okamura [52] has computed large amplitude standing waves with crest accel-
erations up to −0.9998 g , with aL tending to zero at the crest as the limiting standing
wave is approached.

The property that the vertical acceleration tends to −g as the highest wave is ap-
proached is distinctly different from the case of Stokes progressive waves where the ver-
tical acceleration at the crest tends to − 1

2
g as the Stokes limiting wave is approached

Longuet-Higgins [45]. Okamura [52] also shows that the crest acceleration provides a
better parameterization than wave height for very steep waves. In his study of vertical jets
emitted by unsteady standing waves, Longuet-Higgins [46] found vertical accelerations
exceeding −10g .

Reformulate the governing equations around the function aL . The exact governing
equations for (h, U, V ) are

ht + U hx = V ,

Ut + U Ux + aL hx = σκxx ,

Vt + U Vx + g = aL .

(C-2)
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The latter equation follows by noting that

Vt + UVx = vt

∣∣∣∣h + vy

∣∣∣∣hht + U

(
vx

∣∣∣∣h + vy

∣∣∣∣hhx

)

= (vt + uvx + vvy)

∣∣∣∣h + (ht + Uhx − V )vy

∣∣∣∣h
= Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h = aL − g .

The equations (C-2) are not closed – unless aL is given.
Taking the limit aL → 0 and neglecting surface tension, the equation for U reduces

to the inviscid Burger’s equation Ut + UUx = 0 which has solutions that blow up in
finite time. Pomeau et al. [57] argue that this singularity is related to wave breaking
( Bridges [15]). Hence the Penney-Price-Taylor criterion is indeed a limiting condition
for standing waves.

By combining the x−momentum equation (neglecting surface tension) with the mass
equation (assuming |V + hUx| is small) gives

ht + (hU)x = 0 and Ut + UUx + aLhx = 0 .

In this case the limit aL → 0 is similar to the high Froude number limit of classical
shallow water theory, and this limit produces a range of exotic solutions Edwards et
al. [25].

One can derive a form of energy equation for (C-2) when σ = 0,

Et + U Ex = aLht , E := 1
2
(U2 + V 2) + gh .

If aL ≈ 0 is the appropriate condition for wave breaking in a stationary vessel, it
suggests that the appropriate condition for wave breaking in a rotating translating vessel
is

Dv

Dt

∣∣∣∣h + g cos θ + Ω̇(x + d1)− Ω2(h + d2)− q̈1 sin θ + q̈2 cos θ ≈ 0 .
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